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â€œTropical flowers are often whimsical, seductive, and alien creatures.â€• â€•Eileen W. Johnson 

Stunning, exotic and colorful tropical flowers are the shining stars in this stimulating look at tropical

flower arrangements. Eileen Johnson and Felipe Sastre of FlowerSchool New York demonstrate

how orchids, elephant ears, ginger, anthurium, and more fit into modern settings. Whether used in a

penthouse, a bouquet for a bride, or as fireplace dÃ©cor for Christmas, tropical flowers can be

unexpected, fresh and stylish. With step-by-step instructions on how to create tropical floral

arrangements, itâ€™s the perfect inspiration for styling unique works of art with these exquisite

flowers.
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This is THE book for modern, inspired design with tropical flowers and greens for parties and

weddings. The detail and design inspirations will take you far into your own execution whether it be

for home, party, wedding or retail. I love the different chapters/scenarios for individual lifestyles and

purpose. Let loose with this book for fun and creativity to create tropical flower design that will WOW

and excite.

I learned so much more about flower arranging than I ever could on my own after reading this book.

Felipe SastrÃ©'s designs are some of the most beautiful creations I have ever seen. He rivals any

celebrity florist out there right now. I was inspired to continue my design knowledge and luckily



learned that he is currently sharing his wealth of experience in his own flower school. Thanks to this

book and felipesastreschool.com I am getting rave reviews for my own designs and am thinking

about going in business to do this thing I love. Thank you Mr. Felipe SastrÃ© for being so generous

with your knowledge and designs. I recommend this book highly, and if u happen to be in the New

York area I totally recommend his classes at felipesastreschool.com as well. You will not be

disappointed!

Dear Flower Lovers,If you always loved tropicals, were afraid of tropicals, had no idea of how to use

tropicals, or just want to bathe in their beauty,.. this is the book for you! Beautifully illustrated and

written for the professional and novice alike, author Eileen Johnson brings these beautiful plants

and flowers to the forefront and into your home, your events.. your life! Beyond gracing you coffee

table , Johnson takes you by the hand and shows you how exciting it can be to make Tropicals a

mainstay in your floral experience. A must have! Rebecca Downs

I recently purchased this book and love it! The pictures of the arrangements are great and the

designer,Felipe Sastre, did an awesome job with this arrangements. Reading and looking at his

compositions fire me up to take a class with him.Thanks for sharing your talent guys!

The glorious photos are inspirational. It is certainly essential reading for all of us who live in Miami

and bring the gorgeous blooms into our everyday lives. I can't wait to book a session at

FlowerSchool New York.
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